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Introduction
Correspondence, teaching and research materials, and administrative records of a professor of linguistics.
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The papers were donated to the University of Missouri by Arnold M. Zwicky on 3 September 1998.
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Box List

BOX 1
ADZ (Ann Daingerfield Zwicky) Correspondence with publishers
Efforts on behalf of Henderson Norman
Notebook: Proposition=Clause
Paper on "stylus" for SHOREN workbook, job stuff, course papers at University of Illinois
Oriental studies 401-402 Princeton 1960-61
Princeton Linguistics Courses
Cardfiles
ADZ Saint-Simon Data, Box 2
Saint-Simon Data, Box 4

BOX 2
Notebooks
M.I.T course notes, 1963-64
M.I.T. Papers
Topics in Sanskrit Phonology (1962)
American Dialect Society-Centennial Volume, Advocate Publishing Company and Booklet "Mistakes"
O.S.U. (Ohio State University) - Cognitive Science Group
O.S.U. Junior Open Court
Miscellaneous: Princeton, MIT, MITRE Corp, University of Illinois
O.S.U. Administrative items
Stanford appointment
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SROP (Summer Research Opportunities Program)
Cardfiles
  ADZ "The Language of the Memoirs of the Duc de Saint-Simon (1969-72
  Collection) Box 1
  ADZ Saint-Simon Data, Box 3

BOX 3
Notebooks
  (Paper) "An Inductive Analysis of the Patterns of Recurring Decimals" Arnold M.
  Zwicky, Jr. Westinghouse National Science Talent Search, December
  17, 1957
  Princeton University math tests and assorted papers-Linguistics
Card files
  ADZ Saint-Simon Data, box #5
  ADZ Notes on Phonological Processes
Name Badges: Language conferences

BOX 4
Card files
  AMZ Rock rhyme data/ classical malapropisms data
  AMZ (Elizabeth Daingerfield Zwicky) Imperfect Pun Data, 1984-5

BOX 5
Distinguished Scholar Award, 1987
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1992
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993-98
Association for Computational Linguistics Education Committee, 1968-70
"Linguistics as Chemistry" Halle Festschrift, 1970-79
Correspondence with Academic Press, 1972-75
Zwicky and SADOCK- "Ambiguity Test and How to Fail Them," 1972-75
"The Analytic Leap" -CLS 1973
1972 Intl Congress of Linguistics, Bologna Rejected Abstract
"On Casual Speech"- CLS 1972
Workshop at University of Michigan Linguistic Institute, 1973
Athenaum Verlag- Permission to reprint articles in German Translation, 1973
CAL- Survey of working papers in Linguistics, 1974
OSU reading list in phonology for grad students in linguistics (D.L. Stampe and AMZ,
1974-78)
Zwicky and Kantor- Bilingual symposium at 1975 LSA Meeting
Potential visit to Australian National University (1975-76)
Cahoon Whimsy- for Verbatim (1975-79)
"The OSU Random Unorganized…Speech Act Examples" (1975-85)
"Across the Channel" (1978) for Linguistic Inquiry
"Nature of Syntactic Representations" conference, Brown University, 1979
Reviews of SSHRC of Canada (1979-80) *(Restricted)*
Invited discussion at 1981 Association for Computational Linguistics meetings
OSU reading lists in syntax for grad students in Linguistics, 1973-87
Sloan Foundation Conference on Tense and Aspect in Discourse, OSU, 1982-(from AMZ/DRD grant funds)
Editorial Board of American Speech, 1981-83
Comments on Akmajian/ Demers/ Harnish (1982-83)
Paper at SUNY Buffalo, 1983
Pullum and Zwicky- "Phonological Resolution of Syntactic Feature Conflict" for Language (1983-86)
OSU Special Research Assignment, 1984
"Autonomous Components…" CLS Paper 1984
The Case Against Plain Vanilla Syntax for Lightner Festschrift (1984-85)
Visit to Beijing Language Institute, 1985
OSU Academic Challenge Grant to Linguistics 1985-91
Exchange agreements between OSU and Beijing Language Institute, 1985-87
1986 Morphology Conference (declined)
"Incorporating the Insights of Autolexical Syntax" (1986)
Adpositions and Inflections, 1986 Grammatical Relations McCawley Festschrift (completed 1990)
"Empty NP's in English and Government in Unexpected Places" Bailey Festschrift 1990
Zwicky/SADOCK, reply to Roberts (*Canadian Journal of Philosophy*, 1987)
Best of CLS volume (1987)
OSU Proposal for a Center for Foundational Studies (Harry Friedman, Mathematics) 1987
OSU Special Research Assignment, 1987
"Unacceptably Accented Auxiliaries" for linguistics 1987
"Supressing the Z's" for *Journal of Linguistics* (1987)
Visit to Summer Institute of Linguistics (Grand Forks) 1988
"Syntactic Representations and Phonological Shapes," for *Phonology-Syntax Connection* Conference and volume (1988-89)
"When Words Happen to be Phrases"-conference at the Max-Planck Institute, Nijmegen, 1989
OSU Serial Verbs Conference (1990), Planning and Execution, 1989-90
Contributions to Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics, Concise Encyclopedia of Syntactic Theories (1989-96)
*Natural Language Semantics* Questionnaire 1990
Out of Stanford, Activities 1990-91
Center for Applied Linguistics, Speak for CAL Program, 1990-91
Ohio State University-Gay/Lesbian Issues, 1990-94
Linguistics Association of Great Britain Spring Meeting 1991
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Pullum and Zwicky, "Condition Duplication..." BLS 1991
Studies Out in Left Field (2nd ed., 1992)
Language Sciences
CASBS Director Search 1993
"Grammar" Blackwell Dictionary of Anthropology, 1994-95
Talks at ASU/UNM on Adverbial-ly 1995
2nd Lavender Languages and Linguistics Conference, American University, 1994,
Publication of AMZ's Paper in Queerly Phrased (1997)
Programs-4th Annual American University Conference LAVENDER Languages and
Linguistics Program and Abstracts/ Agenda and Abstracts September 15-17,
September 27-29

BOX 6
"How to Describe Inflection"- Berkeley Linguistics Society 1985
Letter to Anthropological Linguistics 1985
Miscellaneous LSA Business 1984-97
Bare Imperatives in English- Presentations at Sussex and Elsewhere, 1977
Submission to CLS (rejected), 1981 Paper in Stockwell Festschrift, 1984-88
Eastern States Conference on Linguistics, 1984-86
Approaches from Publishers 1984-85
Discussant for LSA Sign Language Phonology Colloquium 1984
Societas Linguista Europaea 1982-90
 Linguistico Agency Universitat Trier, Correspondence, 1982
Verbal Play and Verbal Art Course at OSU (offered 1980, 1983 but cancelled)
On Argumentation in Generative Grammar Correspondence about the book proposal-but
never completed 1978-83
On Argumentation in Generative Grammar Draft Chapters
The Loglanist 1976-78
AMZ Miscellaneous notes on English, linguistics and mathematics 1962-65 Cambridge,
Massachusetts
Linguistics 403 (History of Linguistics) University of Illinois
Linguistics 673 Ohio State University
Linguistics (404) Practicum in Linguistics, University of Illinois
Workshop on Second Position Clitics at 1993 Linguistics Institute
Bound Notebook: Linguistic Workshop on Second Position Clitics
Copies of Humanities Exchange/ OSU College of Humanities
AMZ and EDZ - Imperfect puns article
Classical Malapropisms-publication/published papers-AMZ
Transcript of AMZ's lectures at Beijing Language Institute, Autumn 1985-published
(translated into Chinese) in 1989 as Lectures on Sociolinguistics at Beijing
Language Institute (BLI Press)
OSU Domestic Partners Benefits 1994
What is a Clitic?-talks at UC Santa Cruz, University of Pittsburgh, 1991
"Some Choices in the Theory of Morphology" (1988-89)
Inflectional Morphology as a Subcomponent of Grammar" 3rd International Morphology Meeting (Krems, 1988)
Talks at University of Illinois, Urbana-Campaign; Indiana University, Bloomington, 1988
Idioms and Constructions" ESCOL 5 (1988)
"Towards a Theory of Syntactic Instructions" Talk at SUNY Buffalo, 1988
"Empty NPs in English…" 2nd file (1987-90)
Review of Davies BK. For Linguistics (1986)
"Cliticization vs. Inflection…Hidatsa…” IJAL 1985
Special Issue for Eric Hamp
"Heads"-Journal of linguistics 1984
Talk at University of Colorado, Boulder, 1984
"Welsh Soft Mutation…" CLS 1984
"Clitics and Particles" OSU WPL 29, Language (1983-84)
"Linguistics and the Study of Folk Poetry" 1982
Ms. Of Book Notice (Conrad, Referring…) For Language Fellow's Presentation at Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, 1982
Zwicky and Pullum, "Deleting Named Morphemes" LSA, Summer 1982
Preface to Dressler's Morphonology Book (1981-85)
"Remarks on Stranded to…”for Halle Festschrift (1981-84)
Review of Dinnsen Volume for Language (1981-82)
Freeman and Zwicky, Article [never finished] for Encyclopedia of Educational Research (1980-81)
OSU Search for Japanese Linguist, 1980

BOX 7
"Arguing for Constituents"-CLS 14 (1978)
Fulbright Grant to University of Sussex, 1977
Ann Daingerfield Zwicky, Comments on Fromkin/Rodman MS. 1977
"Well, This Rock and Roll Has Got to Stop…” CLS 1976
"Settling on an Underlying Form…” (1975)
Bibliography on Direct and Indirect Discourse (1974)
"Homing In"-Journal of Linguistics (1973)
1971-Original Proposed for a Festschrift for Archibald Hill
Talk at Georgetown University-Washington Linguistics Club 1973
Guggenheim Grant, 1972-73
"Cyclical Segmental Rules" Bibliography 1973-75
1973 Visit to Theoretical Psychology Unit, University of Edinburgh 1st International Congress of Linguistics, Edinburgh
Zwicky and Silva, "Discord," NWAVE 2 (1973)
Talk at CUNY Graduate Center, 1973
Talk at Cornell University, 1973
"Taking a False Step" LSA Summer Meeting, 1972: Language, 1974
Casual Speech-Roster and Bibliography, 1972-74
"Coivs" Bibliography, 1970-73
Notes by John Diskin for the 1970 MSSB Seminar on Mathematical Linguistics, OSU
Correspondence re: Review of Koller's A Hornbook of Hazards for Language (1969)
Chicago Linguistic Society, Programs and Correspondence, 1966-74
Lightner/McCawley/Zwicky, Abortive Project for Problems in generative phonology
(Harper and Row) 1966-68
Course 23.754 MIT Field Methods (1965) AMZ Teaching Assistant
Papers on Context-Sensitive Grammar, 1963-65
M.A. and Ph D. Committees at OSU (and Illinois)
Assorted Invitations (most declined) and Other Commitments, 1965-97
"Two Lavender Issues..." for Livia Hall, Queerly Phrased (Oxford University Press)
1995-97
Miller/Pullum/Zwicky, "le princie…" for Linguistic Investigations (1992)
Sandia Passive Markers Project-application to participate (1990)
"Systematic vs. Accidental Phonological Identity" 1987 LSA meeting; Planck Volume on
Paradigms, 1991
"Phonological and Morphological…" for ESCOL 3 (1986)
Editing Lehiste Festschrift, OSU WPL 35 (1986)
Talk at Purdue University, 1985
Appearance on WOSU Radio, 1984
Correspondence re Cognitive Science Programs, 1983-85
"Reduced Words…” Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Regional Conference on
Linguistics (1983)
Talk at University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1983
Zwicky and Pullum…”Somali Optional Agreement…” for Natural language and
Linguistic Theory (1982-83)
"Phonemes and Features" for Innovations in Linguistics Education (1982)
"As If…” for 4th International Phonology Congress, Vienna, 1980
"On Clitics, 3rd International Phonology Congress, Vienna, 1976
"Word Accent…” for Innovations in Linguistics Education 1982
"An Expanded View of Morphology…," Plenary Paper for ICL 13 Tokyo, 1982
Review of Satire Book for Innovations In Linguistics Education written 1982
Talks at University of Washington, University of British Columbia, 1982
University Press) 1981-84
Project for Western Humor and Irony Membership (1981) abandoned
Sloan Foundation Grant "Workshop on the Time Structure of Discourse" (1980-83) AMZ
p.i.
AMZ and ADZ "Register as a Dimension…” for Kittredge/Whrberger Sublanguage
Volume, 1980-82
Application for Position-Chair, Actually in Linguistics at U.C. Santa Cruz, 1980
"Internal and External Evidence..." Philosophy of Science Association, Toronto, 1980
Review of Satire Book for Innovations in Linguistics Education-written 1992

**BOX 8**
Phonology, Morphology Meetings in Krem, Austria 1992
Oxford Int'l Encyclopedia of Linguistics editorial board, 1986-91
"Concatenation and Liberation" CLS 22 (1986), (1985-86)
"Rule Interactions..." for Innovations in Linguistics Education (1984-87)
ADZ and AMZ, Reply to Kazuo Kato in *American Speech* (1984-85)
Zwicky and Sadock, Reply to Martin, for *Journal of Semantics*; 1984 Correspondence and Drafts, 1983-84
Indiana University of PA. Regional Conference on Linguistics, 1983 (Predecessor to ESCOL)
AMZ "Reduced Words..."
Talk at University of Kansas, Lawrence, 1981
"In and Out in Phonology "University of Michigan Conference on Evidence in Phonology (1981) 1981-86
Zwicky and Pullum, "Cliticization vs. Inflection..."
AMZ and Elizabeth Daingerfield Zwicky Review of Meyers bk. For *Innovations In Linguistics Education* (1981-82)
"Patterns First, Exceptions Later"- data, early 80's
Advisory Board, *McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology* 1979-No real work!
Zwicky and Levin, "You don't have to," Squib for *Linguistic Inquiry*, 1979
ADZ and AMZ Search for Jobs, 1979
1979 NEH Summer Seminar for College Teachers (AMZ director) (1978-79)
ADZ and AMZ "America's National Dish..." publicity and responses, 1980
ADZ and AMZ "America's National Dish" data gathering, 1977
Rejected for NWAVE 7, 1978; Kentucky Foreign Language Conference, 1979; *American Speech, 1980*
"On Markedness in Morphology"
Ditto for Class at OSU, 1975, Presentations of University of Sussex, 1976 and Linguistics Association of Great Britain, (1977); Published in *Die Sprache*, 1978
"Hierarchies of Person" Class Handout, 1975 CLS 13 (1977) Paper
Review of Kieter/Runet Vol. For *Foundations of Language* (1973-76; never finished)
"Litmus Test..."
Handout on Perception Verbs, 1974
*Linguistic Theory And The Real World* (1976)
*Lectological Newsletter*, 1973-75
1973 University of Texas Performalillo Conference
"Coping with Facts"
2nd Milwaukee Conference on Methatheory, 1973, revised but never published

Potential reader on Syntactic Theory: Transformational for Penguin Books 1972-73

ADZ and AMZ "How Come and What For" for Kahane Festschrift (1970-72)
1970 MSSB Seminar in Mathematical Linguistics, Ohio State University
"More on Nez Perce..." for IVAL (1970)

Lightner and Zwicky, Preface to Lees Festschrift (1970)

MS. Submitted to Linguistic Inquiry: "Interactions"...M.S. (1969)-Auxiliary Reduction

"On Reported Speech" 1969, Columbus Semantics Festival
Linguistic Circle of New York/Intl. Linguistic Assoc. (1968-73)
"Pronominalization and the Depth of Deep Structure" 1968 talk at Ohio State University

2nd La Jolla Syntax Conference, 1968 (AMZ'S Notes)

"Ordering of Embedding Transformations..." LSA Summer Meeting, 1966

"Notes on Writing"-MITRE Corp. draft document 1965?

AMZ and ADZ, "Telegraphic Registers in Written English," NWAVE 8 (Montreal) 1979

Abortive Attempt to Consult at Scarborough College, University of Toronto, 1978

Women And Language News, 1976-77
Visit to University of Sussex, Summer 1976

CAL Conference on Syntactic Questionnaires, 1974
"Fall Linguistics Tournament" at OSU, 1974

"Hey, What's your name!" CLS 10 (1974)

"Litmus Tests..."- Talk at University of Pittsburgh, 1973

California Summer Program in Linguistics, U.C. Santa Cruz, 1973

"The Strategy of Generative Phonology" for 2nd International Phonology Congress,
Vienna, 1972
"Fall Linguistics Tournament" at OSU (Linguistics 694), 1971
Correspondence re Studies Out In Left Field 1970-71
Wall and Zwicky, Proposed [but never finished] book on constituent structure trees 1969-70
"Phonological Constraints in Syntactic Descriptions" 1969 original manuscript
"On What Suggests Itself"- Paper given at SECOL, Tallahassee FL, 1969
UCLA Historical Linguistics/Generative Grammar Conference (1969)
UCLA English Syntax Project, 1967-68
Isard and Zwicky, "...One-Symbol Smullyan Systems" Late 1960's
"On What Suggests Itself" - Draft from 1968
CIC South Asian Institute, University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana 1967
Field Work Course on Telugu (In Linguistics/Anthropology at University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) 1966
AMZ Miscellanea, 1965-92
Umlaut in German data, Course Paper at MIT, 1964; LSA Paper, Winter 1964
Publication: Interfaces, 1993 Linguistic Institute
1991 Linguistic Institute, U.C. Santa Cruz (AMZ on faculty)
1991 Talking Heads Conference, University of Surrey, Arrangements and Program
1991 Talking Heads Conference-Draft Papers, with AMZ's Notes
Visitor, Center for Advanced Study in The Behavioral Sciences, 1990-91
Preparations for Visit to CASBS in 1990-91

Box 10
1987 Linguistic Institute, Stanford University, (AMZ on faculty)
1985 Linguistic Institute, Georgetown University (AMZ paper at summer meetings)
Pullum and Zwicky, Proposal for 1984 NEH Summer Seminar for College Teachers (not funded)
Proposal for 1983 NEH Summer Seminar for College Teachers (not funded)
1982 Linguistic Institute, University of Maryland, College Park (AMZ Associate Director)
Interview Group at CASBS, 1981-82
Fellow, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, 1981-82
Proposal for NEH Summer Seminar for College Teachers (not funded)
Sloan Foundation-Workshop on Time Structure of Discourse 1980-81 (AMZ, Director)
Sloan Foundation Workshop- Background Materials
Sloan Foundation Materials, 1980-81
1975 Linguistic Institute, University of South Florida, Tampa (AMZ Advisor)
1974 Linguistic Institute, University of Mass. Amherst
Mathematical Social Sciences Board, Mathematical Linguistics Seminar, 1973 (AMZ, Participant)
1973 Linguistic Institute, University of Michigan
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1972 Linguistic Institute, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (AMZ Associate Director)
Mathematical Social Sciences Board, Mathematical Linguistics Seminar, 1970 (AMZ, Director)
Mathematical Social Sciences Board, Mathematical Linguistics Seminar, 1969 (AMZ, Director)
Mathematical Social Sciences Board, Mathematical Linguistics Seminar, 1968 (AMZ, Director)
Linguistics Institutes: 1968, 1969-University of Illinois; 1970-Ohio State University; 1971-SUNY Buffalo
MITRE Corp. Research, 1965
MITRE Computer Programs, 1965
AMTCL/Assoc. for Computational Linguistics, Activities 1964-68
MITRE Corp., 1963-1965
Booklets: CSLI (Center For The Study of Language And Information), Fourth Year Report of the Situated Language Research Program, October, 1987
CSLI, 1991 Annual Report, April, 1992
CSLI Brochure with letter insert dated 20 April 1992

BOX 11
LSA (Linguistic Society of America) -1994 Annual Meeting (Restricted)
LSA Search for Editor of Language: Candidate Statements, 1993 (Restricted)
LSA Search Committee for Editor of Language, 1993-94 (Restricted)
LSA Business, Aug.-Dec. 1993 (Restricted)
LSA Executive Committee, Feb.-July 1993 (Restricted)
LSA Linguistics Program at Harvard University, 1993 (Restricted)
LSA Encouraging Diversity, 1992-93 (Restricted)
LSA Becoming Professionally Involved, 1992-93
LSA Michael Garman Complaint, 1992-93 (Restricted)
LSA Alan Kaye Complaints, 1992-93 (Restricted)
LSA Hassles With Long-Range Reconstructionists, 1991-92 (Restricted)
LSA Linguistics Program at San Diego State, 1992 (Restricted)
SOAS (School of Oriental and African Studies)
LSA Executive Committee, Jan. 1993 (Restricted)
LSA Linguistic Program at Yale University, 1992 (Restricted)
LSA Citizen Ambassador Program, 1992
LSA Business, Aug. 1992 on (Restricted)
LSA Executive Committee, May 1992 (Restricted)
LSA Business, Jan.-May 1992 (Restricted)
LSA Executive Committee, Jan. 1992 (Restricted)
LSA Business, Autumn/Winter 1991 (Restricted)
LSA Business, Summer/Autumn 1991 (Restricted)
Degrees of Reading Power Project (Cecilia Freeman, Center for Applied Linguistics) 1980-81 (AMZ Consultant)
Degrees of Reading Power
Loose Leaf Pages: The Ford Foundation, Correspondence
Notebook: "A Study of the Degrees of Reading Power Test, July 1981
Notebook: "The Further Development of An Effectiveness Measure In Reading: Phase III, August, 1978
Folder: DRP (Degrees of Reading Power) Test
Notebook: LSA Executive Committee, 1993

BOX 12
Letter Regarding Gordon Gee, 1995
Assorted "loose leaf" notes
Notebook: Confidential: Unit Report, Department of Linguistics, 1995
Program Review of Northwestern University Department of Linguistics, 1995 (Restricted)
American Association for the Advancement of Science-Council Meeting, 1995 (Restricted)
Harvard Search Committee, 1994-97 (Restricted)
Review of MS. For The Linguistic Review, 1994-95 (Restricted)
NYU-Review of Linguistics Department, 1994 (Restricted)
MS. Review for SALA Volume (CSLI) 1993 (Restricted)
Spencer and Zwicky, Handbook of Morphology 1991-97 (Restricted)
OSU Postdocs 1991-92 (Restricted)
Out In Linguistics Mailing List- Founding in 1991 (Restricted)
Review of MS. For Linguistic Inquiry 1991 (Restricted)
OSU College of Humanities Long-Range Planning Committee 1988 (Restricted)
Kaisse and Zwicky, Phonology Yearbook 4 (1988) (Restricted)
MS. Reviews for Al -cArabiyya 1987 (Restricted)
LSA Ad hoc Committee re: a Review Journal, 1986 (Restricted)
Phonology/Phonology Yearbook 1985-96 (Restricted)
Special Issue of Linguistics on German Syntax in GPSG 1984-86 (Restricted)
Reviewing Abstracts for WCCFL 3, U.C. Santa Cruz 1984 (Restricted)
Natural Language and Linguistic Theory MS. Review 1983-92 (Restricted)
MS. Review for the Journal Linguistics 1985-92 (Restricted)
OSU College of Humanities, Tenure and Promotion Committee, 1983-84 (Restricted)
Review of MS. For Quarterly Review of Biology, 1983 (Restricted)
Dowty/Karttunen/Zwicky, Natural Language Parsing, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge University Press, 1982-85 (Restricted)
OSU Psycholinguistics Search, 1982-83 (Restricted)
NEH Research Tools Panel, 1982 (Restricted)
Language -Reviews, MS. Reviews 1981-91 (Restricted)
External Review of General Linguistics, University of Pittsburgh, 1981 (Restricted)
MS. Reviews for Modern Language Journal, 1980-83 (Restricted)
OSU Psycholinguistic Search, 1980 (Restricted)
Innovations in Linguistics Education Correspondence, 1979-89 (Restricted)
Evaluation of NSF Proposal, 1979 (Restricted)
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NEH Reviewing, 1978-87 *(Restricted)*
NSF Fellowship Panels, 1977-79 *(Restricted)*
NSF Linguistics Panel, March 1977 *(Restricted)*
NSF Linguistics Panel, October 1976 *(Restricted)*
NSF Linguistics Panel, May 1976 *(Restricted)*
External Review of CUNY Graduate Center Linguistics Department, 1977 *(Restricted)*
MS. Review for *Linguistics and Philosophy*, 1976-77 *(Restricted)*
ADZ and AMZ MS. Reviews for Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1975-77 *(Restricted)*
MS. Reviews for *Language Sciences*, 1973-83 *(Restricted)*
LSA (Women's) Grievance Committee [Later the Women's Caucus], 1972 *(Restricted)*
MS. Reviews for *Linguistic Inquiry*, 1971-72 *(Restricted)*
Talk at University of Massachusetts, 1968; Job Offer, 1969
Review of Golub MS. For Addision-Wesley, 1968 *(Restricted)*
Departmental Business, Illinois and Ohio State, 1965-76 *(Restricted)*
External Review of Linguistics Department, University of Pennsylvania, 1980 *(Restricted)*

Penn Review, 1980-Background Materials *(Restricted)*

**BOX 13**
Wackernagle Clitics Bibliography, 1993
Wackernagle Test, Linguistic Institute 1991 (U.C Santa Cruz)
Nevis/Joseph/Wanner/Zwicky, Clitics Bibliography, 1989-93
Proposal Submitted to NSF, 1989 (not funded)
OSU Media Project, 1982 Proposal
OSU Media Project, 1978-82
OSU Media Project, 1977-82
OSU Media Project-Reports to NEH, 1977-78
OSU Media Project-3rd Proposal, 1978
OSU Media Project Drafts, 1978
OSU Media Project Comments from Consultants, 1977-78
OSU Media Project Main File, 1977-78
OSU Media Project-2nd Proposal, 1977
OSU Media Project-Correspondence, Suggestions, 1977-78
OSU Media Project-Summer 1977 Discussions
OSU Media Project-4th Symposium May 1977
OSU Media Project-3rd Symposium April 1977
OSU Media Project-2nd Symposium March 1977
OSU Media Project-1st Symposium January 1977
OSU Media Project Nonverbal Materials from M.R. Key, 1977
OSU Media Project Scholar Consultants, 1976-77
OSU Media Project-Media People, 1976-78
Geis/Jetters/Zwicky-OSU Media Project, 1976-77
Sadock/Zwicky, Sentence Types-2nd Version, 1977
Sadock/Zwicky, Sentence Types-1st Version
Sadock/Zwicky, Sentence Types Data
Language Typology and Syntactic Field Work, 1974-80
AMZ-Welsh Elicitation, 1971

BOX 14
Linguistics in the Undergraduate Curriculum: Using Existing Resources to Develop an Undergraduate Linguistics Major. By Manjari Ohala, San Jose State University; Arnold M. Zwicky, The Ohio State University, December 1987 (loose leaf)
LSA Linguistics in the Undergraduate Curriculum-Final Report
Linguistics in the Undergraduate Curriculum, Princeton University, March 1988 (Bound Report)
LSA Linguistics in the Undergraduate Curriculum, 1986-87
LSA Linguistics in the Undergraduate Curriculum Drafts, 1987
LSA Linguistics in the Undergraduate Curriculum Materials, 1986
LSA Linguistics in the Undergraduate Curriculum-Meeting at U.C. Santa Cruz, June/July 1986
LSA Linguistics in the Undergraduate Curriculum, Statements and Courses, 1986
Presentation: "So to Speak" A Television Milestone
Bound Sheets: A Proposal for Linguistics in the Undergraduate Curriculum
Folders: LSA Linguistics on the Undergraduate Curriculum, 1985-86
LSA Linguistics in the Undergraduate Curriculum-Proposals and Budget, 1985-86
LSA Linguistics in the Undergraduate Curriculum-Proposals and Budgets, 1985-86
CAL Research Committee, 1981
Center for Applied Linguistics, Board of Trustees, 1979-84
ADZ and AMZ, Menu Collection for "America's National Dish" ca. 1977

BOX 15
J. Foley-Early Works in Phonology, 1964-68 and AMZ Letter
Correspondence with Steve Marlett
Correspondence with Isaac Marks
Correspondence with/about University grad student Tom Markevich
Correspondence with Jacqueline MAPES
Correspondence with Alexis Manaster-Ramer
Correspondence with Joe Malone
Note from Florencia Mallon, 1991
Correspondence with Reinhold Aman re Studies Out in Left Field
In Memorium-Ben Malamud
Letter from Brian McWhinney, 1992
Letters from/to Marcy Macken in 1983 and 1986
Letter to Lutjen/Rudolph, 1975
Correspondence with Monica MaCaulay
Letter from Jolen Lyons, 1985
Letter to Chantal Lyche, 1976
Correspondence with Bob Lundy, 1974
Notes from Tom Luckmann
Lu Weiz Hong M.A. Thesis
Lounsbury Obituary
Correspondence with H. Christopher Longuet-Higgins
Letter to John Locke
Letter from Anne Lobeck
Correspondence with TL Tim Lloyd
Letters from Ming Xia Liu
Fisiak Festschrift
Correspondence with Steve Levinson
Letter to Lawrence Levine
Correspondence with Judy Levi
Correspondence with Deborah Leonard ("foreign export" at Beijing Languages Institute, 1985)
Correspondence with Adrienne Lehrer
Correspondence with Ilse Lehiste
R. B. Lees-Memorabilia
Loglan/Lojban Correspondence
Letter from Will Leben
Letters to Chuck Lawrence
Correspondence from Roger Lass
Letters from Sije-Yuki Kuroda
Correspondence with Joseph Kupin
Letter from Judi Kornfeld
Letter to Jan Kooij
Letters from Morio Kohno
Correspondence with S. Kodzasov
Correspondence with John Knudsen
Kind and Peterson, Errors Collected for 1982 Linguistic Institute Course
Letter from S. Kemmer, 1992
Mark Kilwein Ph. D. Proposal
Correspondence: J. Kimball
Correspondence re Linguistic Inquiry References to Zwicky: J. Keyser
Correspondence: M. Key
Correspondence with/regarding Mike Kouistoury
Correspondence with Jeff Kaplan
Correspondence: K. Kazaus
Correspondence: M. Kay
Correspondence: K. Kato
Correspondence: A. Kathol
Correspondence with Hans Kamp
To Phil Johnson-Laird, 1977
Correspondence: M. Kameyama
Correspondence on Modern Greek Clitics: A.Kakouriotis
Correspondence and Memorabilia: H and R Kahane
Correspondence: C. Jenkins
Jaromir Janonsek, Work at CASBS, 1990
Correspondence: K. Jason
Correspondence re Linguistics in Schools: N. Jarrard
Correspondence: T. Janson
Dorothy James M.A. Thesis, Univ. of Illinois, 1996
Correspondence: S. Isard
Correspondence: D. Jameson
Correspondence: E. James
Correspondence re Work in New Guinea at Siane: D. James
Correspondence: L. Jacobson
Correspondence with Kastsutoshi Ito
Letter to Sharon Inkelas
Correspondence with E. Ingram
David Ingram-Elicitation Sheet based on AMZ'S "A Double Regularity…"
Correspondence with Leo Hurvich/Dottie Jameson (Fellows at CASBS, 1981-82)
Correspondence: S. Huntington
Correspondence: K. Hunt
Maxine Huffman, Participant in 1979 Summer Seminar for College Teachers
Correspondence, M. Huffman
Correspondence with Fred Householder
Correspondence: L. Horn
Lorraine Hong, Participant in 1979 Summer Seminar for College Teachers
Correspondence: C.W. Hockett
Correspondence with Richard Hogg
Larry Hosman, Participant in 1979 Summer Seminar for College Teachers
Dee Ann Holisky, Paper on Manner-of-Speaking Verbs in Georgian
Correspondence: J. Hollander
Correspondence: D. Holishy
Letter from Carl Holmberg, 1994
Queries from Zhuang-Lin Hu
Letters from Hsin-I Hsieh
Correspondence: Y. Hirose
Letters of Recommendation, Correspondence: E. Hinrichs (Restricted)
Correspondence: U. Hiller
Correspondence: A. Hill
Correspondence: R. Hetzron
Correspondence: M. Herzog
Correspondence: F. Heny
Correspondence: K. Henniss
Orrokki Heinamaki-1973 Work/Discussion with AMZ on Before
Correspondence with Klaus Heger
Letter from Andrew Heckler (AMZ undergrad student)
Note from Gil Harman, 1973
Dan Hays on Rock Music
Correspondence, E. Hamp
Material About and from David Hays, His Life and Work
Correspondence, L. Hazelkorn, Ph.D. Materials
Memorial Service for AMZ's Ohio State Colleague Dudley Hascall
Correspondence: J. Hawkins
Halle, Seven Sermons…
Correspondence: R. Harris
Correspondence: S. Harlow
Morris Halle, Phonology Courses and Exams at MIT; AMZ's Notes
Correspondence: F. Hardy
Correspondence with Klaus Hameyer (Participant in 1979 Summer Seminar for College Teachers)
Correspondence: J. W. Harris
Correspondence: K. Hale
Correspondence: J. Goldsmith
Correspondence with S. C. Gudschinsky, 1964
Letter from Peg Griffin
Ph.D. Exam for G. Giordano, 1974
Correspondence with Sally McConnell-Ginet
Correspondence with Erica Garcia, 1967-69
Letter from Erik Fudge
Correspondence: V. Fromkin
Correspondence with Thorstein Fretheim
Letter from Wm. French, 1971, re Studies out in Left Field
Correspondence: B. Fraser
Publications: Humanities Exchange, West Coast Conference on Formal Linguistics
Correspondence with Jan Terje Faarlund
Correspondence with Jaak Fisiak re Conference
Correspondence with J. Fishman
Chris Farrar-OSU grad student
Correspondence, Lecture notes on course of C. Fillmore
Correspondence with Ralph Fasold
Correspondence with Jim Fite
Letter to David Fay re Malapropisms
Correspondence with Klaus Fenchel
Ph.D. Exam for G. Ervin
Correspondence with Tammy Ellis
Stig Eliasson-Proposal for a Phonology Journal, 1972
Correspondence with S. Dyla
Correspondence: F. Echman
Correspondence with Marshall Durbin
Correspondence from Martha Derthick (1981-82 Fellow at CASBS)
Correspondence with John Delack
Correspondence with Bernard Comrie
Warren Cowgill
"Syntactic Words and Morphological Words"
"Underlying Representations" for Indian Dictionary of Linguistic Terminology
"Transformational Grammarians and Their Ilk" MIT WPL (1988)
"What are we talking about…serial verbs?" 1990 Serial Verbs Conference, Ohio State
Y-K No and AMZ "In Favor of the Syntactic Feature Root" LSA 1987
Quicklier paper
Miller/Pullum/Zwicky, "...Four Apparent Counterexamples..." for Journal of Linguistics
"Making Plain vanilla Syntax Really Tasty" Talk at UCLA, 1987
"Slashes in the Passive" for Linguistics
DARE query
"Numberless Pronouns..." intended for Melcuk Festschrift but not finished
"E. Craft" [pseudonym for AMZ], first piece for Studies Out in Left Field written 1970
"Morphological Rules, Operations and Operation Types" for ESCOLA
Workshop on Math Theories of Linguistics, at 1987 Linguistic Institute, Stanford
"Heads and Margins in GPSB" submitted for LSA 1985 but not accepted
Fang Li's Articles on AMZ, Interviews with AMZ, Articles on AMZ's Interface Program
[in Chinese] plus AMZ's lectures on Sociologistics translated into Chinese

BOX 16
Bound Material
   Instructor's Guide to Language Files
   Linguistics 201 and 202 Teacher's Handbook 1990-91
Presentation Morphology for Lx (Linguistics) 201 Teacher's Course, Ohio State
Lx 201, Ohio State Spring Quarter 1976
Linguistics 201 H, Ohio State Autumn 1991
Lx 201H, Ohio State Autumn 1992
Lx 133, Linguistic Institute, Summer 1972, University of N.C., Chapel Hill
Lx 387, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign Autumn Semester 1967
Lx 401, University of Illinois Autumn Semester, 1965
Lx 481, University of Illinois Autumn Semester 1967
Lx 602.02, Ohio State Spring Quarter 1970
Lx 602.01, Ohio State University, Winter Quarter 1974
Lx 602.02, Ohio State Spring Quarter 1974
Lx 602.01, Ohio State Autumn Quarter 1976
Lx 602.02, Ohio State Winter Quarter 1977
Lx 602.02, Ohio State Winter Quarter 1981
Lx 702, Ohio State Autumn Quarter 1973
Lx 702, Ohio State Autumn Quarter 1975
Stanford Syntax Courses, 1986 Discussion
Geis and Zwicky, Linguistics 759A, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter, 1983
Stampe and Zwicky, Linguistics 812, Ohio State, Winter Quarter 1975
Linguistics 820, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1971
Linguistics 820, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1970
Linguistics 228, Stanford, Winter Quarter 1989
Linguistics 228A, Stanford, Winter Quarter 1995
Linguistics 609, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1971
Stampe and Zwicky, Linguistics 609, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1974
Linguistics 609, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1986
Linguistics 795, Ohio State, Summer Quarter 1983
Linguistics 609, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1988
Linguistics 609, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1990
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Linguistics 795.22, Ohio State Linguistic Institute, Summer 1993
Linguistics 207, Stanford, Winter Quarter 1996
Linguistics 795B, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1983
Linguistics 795, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1988
Linguistics 809, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1991
Linguistics 809, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1994
Linguistics 809, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1996
Linguistics 673, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1970
Linguistics 673, Ohio State, Winter Quarter 1973
Linguistics 200, Stanford, Winter Quarter 1990
Linguistics 407, University of Illinois, 1966 and 1967
Linguistics 694, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1969
Linguistics 750D, University of Massachusetts Linguistic Institute, Summer 1974
Linguistics 694B, Ohio State, Winter Quarter 1975
Notes for Lx 693, Mathematical Linguistics, at Ohio State, mid 70's?
Linguistics 681, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1987
Linguistics 681, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1989
Linguistics 404, University of Illinois, 1965-68
Linguistics 603.01, Ohio State, Winter Quarter 1978
Linguistics 603.02, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1978
Linguistics 60301, Ohio State, Winter Quarter 1979
Linguistics 603.02, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1980
Linguistics 603.01, Ohio State, Winter Quarter 1983
Linguistics 603.01, Ohio State, Winter Quarter 1984
Phonology I-Syllabi, Bibliographies, etc. from Others
Linguistics 821, Ohio State, Winter Quarter 1970
Linguistics 821, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1971
Linguistics 821, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1974
Linguistics 821, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1979
Linguistics 821, Ohio State, Winter Quarter 1983
Linguistics 868A, University of Maryland Linguistic Institute, Summer 1982
Linguistics 203, Ohio State University, Winter Quarter 1978
Linguistics 294, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1976
Linguistics 265, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1984

BOX 17
Notecards: A.M. Zwicky
Geis and Zwicky, Linguistics 265, Ohio State, Spring Quarter, 1986, Language, Thought and Culture
Linguistics 265, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1992 Language and Society
Linguistics 265, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1993 Language and Culture
Linguistics 265, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1993, Class information
Linguistics 265, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1994, Language and Culture
Linguistics 265, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1994, Class information
Linguistics 265, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1994, Language and Culture
Linguistics 265, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1994, Class Information
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"Why English Adverbial-ly is Not Inflectional" University of New Mexico, Arizona State University, CLS (1995)
"Imposed vs. Inherent Features…" for IVLC
Caccian Idioms Volume-AMZ never finished contribution
"Idioms and Constructions" ESCOL 5 (1988), University of Ottowa, 1988
Linguistics 795, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1988, Seminar on Inflectional Morphology
"How to Describe Inflection" BLS II (1985)
G.K. Pullum and AMZ, "Gerund Participles…" for Huddleston Festschrift
"The General Case…" BLS 12 (1986)
Conference on Formulaicity, 1982 Linguistic Institute, University of Maryland
"Direct Reference to Heads" for Folia Linguistica
N. Chomsky, Class Notes, Misc. Correspondence
Seminar on Constructions, Stanford, Winter Quarter 1994
Correspondence and Papers F. Chekili
Child Language Newsletter, First Issue
"Rules, Processes and As If Arguments" Original for 9th International Congress of Phonetic Sciences; Presented at 1980 Chronologie-Tagung, Vienna
Correspondence and Papers: H. Castaneda
Correspondence and Papers/Lectures: F. Cassidy
Correspondence: Bye, P. re Course
Correspondence: R. Butters
Correspondence re Paper: J. Butler
Correspondence: H. Buchingham
Review of J.C. Brown's Loglan Book for Language- Correspondence with Wm. Bright, mail from Brown
General Exam Questions: S. Brindle
Correspondence re Studying Arabic Linguistics: R. Braun
Correspondence: P. Bralich
Correspondence: John Bowers
Final Revision of "Heads, Bases and Functors"
Correspondence and Obituaries: D. Bolinger
Pullum and Zwicky, "Enter a New Headed…" LSA Meeting, 1996
Correspondence with R. Botha
Correspondence with C. Bond
Memorial Materials: R. Bjornson
Correspondence: Curtis Blaylock
General Correspondence
Spiral Notebook: Ann Daingerfield Zwicky: Scansions of Auden Poems
Small Spiral Notebook: Anne Daingerfield Zwicky-Scansions of Auden Poems
Notebook: Linguistics 601 File
Folders: Material on Phonology for Introduction to Linguistics
Linguistics 601, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1984 (Intro to Lx. (Linguistics)
Linguistics 601, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1982 (Intro. to Lx.)
Linguistics 601, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1980 (Intro. to Lx.)
Linguistics 601, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1979
Linguistics 601, Ohio State, Spring Quarter, 1979 (Intro. to Lx.)
Linguistics 601, Ohio State, Spring Quarter, 1978 (Intro. to Lx.)
Linguistics 601, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1977 (Intro. to Lx.)
Linguistics 601, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1975 (Intro. to Lx.)
Linguistics 601, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1975 (Intro. to Lx.)
Linguistics 601, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1974 (Intro. to Lx.)
Mathematics Notes-Recurrence and Triangular Numbers (late 1960's?)
More Miscellaneous Math Notes-Matrices (late 1960's?)
Miscellaneous Mathematics Notes (early 60's? late 60's?)
Linguistics 407, University of Illinois, Spring Semester 1967 "More LISP" Notes
Miscellaneous Mathematics Notes from 1964
More Math Notes - Pythagorean Triples (late 60's?)
Linguistics 601, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1972
Tape of 1982 Linguistic Institute Forum Lecture
Symposium at 1997: American Association for the Advancement of Science
"Forestress and Afterstress" written for Bolinger Festschrift; published in OSU WPL

BOX 18
Letter of Recommendation for LINGUIST List and A. Aristar (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation for H. Baayen
Search for Editor of Language, 1986 (Restricted)
Joyce Powers (now Little), Ohio State
Recommendations, D. Churma, Dissertation Proposal (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Y.M. Cho (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Correspondence: C-C Cheng
Letters of Recommendation, NSF Proposal and Evaluation, Correspondence (Restricted)
Review of Book Proposal for CUP, 1986 (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Correspondence: A. Carstairs-McCarthy (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation, Correspondence: G. Carden (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation, Correspondence (Restricted)
Evaluation of NSF Proposal, G. Cannon (Restricted)
P review of M. S. for Language, 1975 and 1986 (Restricted)
Correspondence, Joan Bybee-Joan Bybee Hooper
Ph.D. Student at OSU: M. Brodie (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation, R. Brown (Restricted)
Correspondence, 1974-6, E. Briss (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation: D. Brink (Restricted)
More Reviews of MS for Language, 1975 and 1986 (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, General Correspondence, W. Bright (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation, NSF Proposal Evaluation: Joan Bresnan (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation, S. Bremner (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation, J. Braithwaite (Restricted)
W. Boys, Ohio State grad student (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation + 2 Papers, L. Bouton (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, General Exams (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Thesis Proposal, D. Bourgerie (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation, Dissertation Proposal (Restricted)
Recommendation for Z. Bond (Restricted)
Evaluations of NSF Proposals of S. Bolozsky (Restricted)
Correspondence with E. Bloch (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation for S. Boer (Restricted)
Review of MS, J. Blevins (Restricted)
Recommendation for R. Blake (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation for Reappointment, etc. C. Blackshire-Belay (Restricted)
Evaluation of NEH Proposal, Recommendation (Restricted)
Exams, Recommendations; A. Bissantz (Restricted)
Correspondence with Arlene Berman (Restricted)
Nominations as Distinguished Scholars, (Restricted)
Comments on a Lecture and Reply (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation for J. Baugh (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation for D. Bates (Restricted)
Comments on Intro. to Gen.-Transit. Syntax (Restricted)
Correspondence with C.J. Bailey (Restricted)
Correspondence with Gene Searchinger re PBS Film Project (1986) (Restricted)
Correspondence re CAL Degrees of Reading Power Project, 1982 (Restricted)
Review of Koenig Paper for Cognition and Function in Language Conference, 1997 (Restricted)
Pullum and Zwicky, Reply to Bromberger and Halle, 1988-91 (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, M. Awwad (Restricted)
Correspondence re Review Journal for LSA 1984-85 (Restricted)
Evaluation of MS of R. Aronson (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation for S. Anderson: Correspondence (Restricted)
Request and Refusal of Letter of Recommendation Due to Delay of Materials (Restricted)
Letter from J. Algeo re AMZ's Review of Satire (Restricted)
Recommendations, N. Akatsuoka (Restricted)
Recommendations, Judith Aissen (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Kim Ainsworth-Darnell, 1997-8 (Restricted)
D. Adams, Correspondence re LSA Abstract, 1973 (Restricted)
D. Absalom, Letter re Possible Fellowship Nomination (Restricted)
LSA Executive Committee, 1990-91 (Restricted)
LSA Committee on Linguistic Institute Fellowships, 1991 (Restricted)
LSA Executive Committee, Kemmer Complaint, 1991 (Restricted)
LSA Executive Committee Roca Complaint, 1990-91 (Restricted)
LSA Ad Hoc Committee on Governance and Structure of the Society, 1988 (Restricted)
LSA Executive Committee, 1988 (Restricted)
LSA Executive Committee, 1987 (Restricted)
BOX 19
Review of Ph.D. Dissertation Draft for L. Barrett, NYU, 1998 (Restricted)
Notebook: "Economy of Representation in English Non-Finite Clause Structure" By
Leslie Barrett, Department of Linguistics, New York University, 1998
Cole, P., Letters of Recommendation (Restricted)
MS Review for Language, 1989 (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation: Eve Clark (Restricted)
LSA Executive Committee, 1986 (Restricted)
CAL Nominating Committee 1983-1984 (Restricted)
Editorial Board of Language, 1973-79 (Correspondence Before and After) (Restricted)
LSA Program Committee, 1971-73 (Restricted)
LSA Program Committee, 1970 (Restricted)

BOX 20
"The Architecture of Morphology" Foundations of Research in Morphology Project;
University of Sussex, Brighton, 1996
Bound Papers
M.A., Ph.D. Exams, 1969-1978
M.A., Ph.D. Exams, 1979-1988
M.A., Ph.D. Exams, 1989-91
Sadock and Zwicky, "A Note on XY Languages," 1983-84, Published in Linguistics and
Philosophy
Seminar on Welsh, Ohio State, Summer 1985
Sanskrit Courses at University of Illinois 1966-67; Lecture to CIC South Asian Institute,
Summer 1967
Comments on AMZ Ph.D. Dissertation-Morris Halle and Calvert Watkins
"Sexual Advertisement", Raw Data and References (1978-79)
Transue and Zwicky, Notes on Sentence Types, 1972
Correspondence on Syncope
Material on Ruki in Sanskrit- Background Material Notes; Paper at 1974 Milwaukee
Symposium
Notes on the Markedness of Resonants, 1968-69
AMZ and EDZ, "Imperfect Puns..." Data Analysis, Drafts, etc. LSA Winter Paper, 1985;
Published in Folia Linguistica (1986)
Correspondence re Intonation: Kathleen Bardovi
Correspondence re Lecture: Mark Baltin
Correspondence re "wise," Paul Baltes
Correspondence re Poems in The Linguistic Muse (ed. Napoli /Rando) 1977-80
ADZ and AMZ, "Patterns First, Exceptions Later," Kentucky Foreign Language
Conference, 1981, Published in "Lehiste Festschrift" 1985
Correspondence re Welsh Mutation
"The Slovenian Orphan Accusative..." for OSU WPL (1986)
Correspondence: C.L. Baker
Methodology and Argumentation in Generative Grammar: Courses at OSU, Notes; Failed
University of Chicago Press Venture, 1981
"Linguist Networks" Playfulness (1981 or so)
Nevis and Zwicky, "Immediate Precedence in GPSG;" LSA Winter Meeting, 1985,
   Submitted to NLLT But Not Published There (eventually in OSU WPL)
Notes on "Hierarchy of Units" for OSU Morphology Course (late 80's?)
OSU Lantern Interview re Grafitti, 1981
"German Adjective Agreement in GPSG" Versions 1983-86 (finally appeared in
   Linguistics)
"Free Word Order in GPSG;" Rejected for CLS (1985); Given at Linguistic Institute
   Summer Meetings, Georgetown University, 1985
"Elementary Phonology…" for Innovations in Linguistic Education written 1984
"On Applying Discourse Interpretation" ESCOL '84 (1985)
Discourse Symposium at U.C. Santa Barbara, 1977 (AMZ did not attend)
"Direct Association Problems," Notes from 1975
Deseret Language and Linguistics Society, 1995 Symposium, Brigham Young University
Summer at CSLI, Stanford, 1984
Notes and Handouts on Trees, 1983
CLS 30 Meeting (1995)
Guidelines for Linguistics/English Composition, 1983
Reviews of Nevis/Joseph/Wanner/Zwicky
Evaluation of Carstairs McCarthy MS for Current Morphology
R. Austerlitz
Correspondence re AZ Publications
Correspondence re Linguistics of Humor
Correspondence: Atlas, J.
Correspondence: R. Aronson
Handout (mentions Zwicky)
Correspondence with Peggy Anderson re M.A. Paper, 1983
Correspondence with L. Anderson re LTRW, etc.
Correspondence with H. Anderson
Ph.D. Exam Questions for Mahdi Alish, 1986
Adrian Akmajian, Correspondence
Letter to Soo-Woong Ahn, 1986
Letter re ADZ's Death from Art Abramson
Workshop on Prosody and Discourse, U.C. Santa Cruz, Summer 1991
Query to NSF, 1971
ADZ and AMZ, "Pattern Settings in Auden" N Wave 11, 1982
Linguistics 661, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1980 Sociolinguistics
Linguistics 661, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1983 Sociolinguistics
Linguistics 661, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1985 Sociolinguistics
Beijing Languages Institute, Sociolinguistics Intensive Course, Autumn 1985
Linguistics 661, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1987 Sociolinguistics
Linguistics 694, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1973, Seminar on Methodology and
   Argumentation
M. Lusk and AMZ, English/Linguistics 792, Spring Quarter 1980; Seminar in
   Dialectology
Linguistics 795, Ohio State, Winter Quarter 1971; Language Design Seminar
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Linguistics 795, Ohio State, Winter Quarter 1976; Seminar on Rules and Constraints
Linguistics 795B, Ohio State, Autumn Quarter 1982; 878K, University of Maryland
Linguistics Institute, Summer 1982; Analysis of Linguistic Errors, (with class notes from
two students at Maryland)
Linguistics 800, Ohio State, 1981-84; Proseminar on Linguistics
R. Kantor and AMZ, English/Linguistics 899, Ohio State, Spring Quarter 1984; Seminar
on Discourse Analysis
R. Kantor and AMZ, English/Linguistics 899, Ohio State, Winter 1984; Seminar in…
Discourse
Correspondence: W. Beach
Correspondence: Bazell, C.E.
General Correspondence, Acceptance of Early Paper: Bierwisch, M.
"Exceptional Degree Markers…" LSA 1992; Talk at Indiana University, 1992
BLS 20 (1994) "Dealing Out Meaning…"
"Conditions in Conflict;" U.C. Berkeley, March 1995; D.C. Linguistics Club,
Georgetown University, October 1995
WCCFL 15 (1996), U.C. Irvine; "Conflicts Between Conditions…"
MITRE Corp. 1962
General Correspondence: Paul Benacerraf
Talk at U.C. Davis, 1997
General Correspondence, Exam Questions: R. Bell
General Correspondence: A. Bell
Correspondence: Request for Dissertation: Beck

BOX 21
Correction about/From J. Kanerva (Restricted)
Proposal Evaluations: J. Kaye (Restricted)
Letters from Chris Johns (undergrad student, OSU, 1994) (Restricted)
Recommendation and Correspondence: K. Jordan (Restricted)
Letters from/about In-Hee Jo (Restricted)
Letters from/about C. Jolley (Ohio State grad student)
Letters of Recommendation, Correspondence: J. Josifek (Restricted)
Marion R. Johnson-Correspondence and Recommendations (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation and Correspondence: R. Jeffers (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Correspondence: R. Janda (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation, NSF Proposal Evaluation, G. Iverson (Restricted)
Letter of Stanley Insler re Candidates for Yale Position, 1986 (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Correspondence: L. Hutchinson (Restricted)
Correspondence w TL/about Larry Hyman (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Correspondence: J. Harford (Restricted)
Correspondence with James Hutcheson (AMZ's Ph.D. student at OSU; now in Foreign
Service) (Restricted)
Proposal Evaluation and Correspondence: T. Hukari (Restricted)
Evaluation of Hume et. al. Proposal for Endangered Language Fund (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation and Correspondence; M.J. Hood (Restricted)
Review of NSF Proposal (Restricted)
Correspondence: R. Hollow (Restricted)
Correspondence with Chu-Ren Huang (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Richard A. Hudson (Restricted)
Huckabee M.A. Thesis, Ohio State, 1986
Correspondence with/about E.M. Kaisse (Restricted)
Review of MS: Hewson (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation and Correspondence: R. Herbert (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation, Correspondence: J. Heringer
He Baozhang: Exam and Reference (Restricted)
Zellig Harris-AMZ: Review of NSF Proposal: Death Notices (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation and Correspondence: R. Hasuike (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Correspondence: J. Hankamer (Restricted)
Correspondence, M. Halle (Restricted)
Pullum and Zwicky, "A Misconceived Approach…" (WCCFL 10 1991) (Restricted)
Mail from Richard Halpern (grad student at Univ. of Illinois) (Restricted)
Correspondence with and Recommendations for Aaron Halpern (Restricted)
Letters from Susan Gellaity ("Foreign Expert" with AMZ in Beijing, 1985) (Restricted)
B.L. and R.M.R. Hall Correspondence (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Correspondence: B and R Hall (Restricted)
Correspondence with and Recommendations for Alex Grosu (Restricted)
Promotion Manuals/Correspondence, M. Geis (Restricted)
Jeanette Gundel-Correspondence, Letters of Recommendation (Restricted)
Ann Gruber-Miller: Correspondence, Letters of Recommendation, Exams (Restricted)
Ann Gruber-Miller: Correspondence, Letters of Recommendation, Exams (Restricted)
Correspondence with and Recommendations for Georgia M. Green (Restricted)
Jean Godby-Correspondence and Recommendation (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about David Gil (Restricted)
Brad Getz, Ph.D. Exams and Letters of Recommendation (Restricted)
Correspondence with Gerald Gazdar, 1976-96 (Restricted)
Correspondence: E. Gordon Gee (Restricted)
Talk at Ohio State, 1971; P. Geach
Letter of Recommendation, Correspondence: Garnes, S. (Restricted)
Mary Campbell Gallagher: Correspondence with and for, 1968-98 (Restricted)
Review of Proposal: O. Fujimara Correspondence (Restricted)
Correspondence with Joyce Friedman (Restricted)
Correspondence, 1970-73, with Don Freeman re Univ. of Mass. Appointments and Linguistics Institute 1974 (Restricted)
Review of Elliott MS. For Foundations of Language (Restricted)
Review of Frajzyngier Proposal for NEH (Restricted)
Correspondence About Martine Faure's M.A. Thesis, OSU, 1977 (Restricted)
Correspondence with Fang Li, 1983-93 (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Correspondence: D. Everett (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Correspondence: T. Ernst (Restricted)
Evaluations of Proposals, J. Emonds (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Dale Elliott (Restricted)
Letter of Recommendation, El-Hassan (Restricted)
Correspondence with/ rec. for David Dwyer (Restricted)
Correspondence with Andre Dugas re R. Woijik (Restricted)
Correspondence with W.V. Dressler 1973-92 (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, Evaluations of Proposals, Correspondence (Restricted)
Correspondence with David Dowty, 1972-91 (Restricted)
Correspondence with Gaberell Drachman, 1966-76 (Restricted)

BOX 22
Material from/about W. Lagerwey (Participant in 1979 Summer Seminar for College Teachers) (Restricted)
Letter for Janet Dean Fodor (Restricted)
Evaluation of NSF Proposal from P. Ladefoged (Restricted)
Letters from/about Bill Labov (Restricted)
Letter for Robert Herbert (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Hakam Kuh (Restricted)
Letter for Erhard Hinrichs (Restricted)
Letter for Tony Kroch (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Andreas Koutsoudas (Restricted)
Material About Andrea Kortenhoven (Restricted)
Letters to/from Rick Klimek (Restricted)
Material to/from/about Mike Klepper (Restricted)
Review of Jared Klein NSF Proposal (Restricted)
Letters from/to/about Judith Klavans (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Chuck Kisseberth (Restricted)
Letters to/about Paul Kiparsky (Restricted)
Letters for R.D. King (Restricted)
Brian King: Correspondence with/about (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Robbie Kantor (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, P. Donegan Correspondence (Restricted)
Correspondence with Tom Dieterich (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation and Correspondence, D. Dennsen (Restricted)
Letters from/for Deborah Clifton (Restricted)
William Rutherford; Use of AMZ's Stuff for Book/MS. (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Don Churma (Restricted)
Correspondence with Ed Cook (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation and Honors Thesis: T. Dawe (Restricted)
Correspondence with Phil Crowder, 1980 (Restricted)
Unsuccessful Attempt to hire J. Crutchfield at OSU (Haberman letter solicited by AMZ) (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about John Xiang-ling Dai (Restricted)
Ph.D. Exam for Laura Daniele, Psych., OSU (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Alice Davison (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation, L. Daniele, Ph.D. Exam (Restricted)
Letters of Recommendation and Ph.D. Exam Questions (Restricted)
Review of Smithsonian Institution Grant Proposal (Restricted)
Review of NSF Proposal: P. Culicover (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Ying-Yu Sheu (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Gene Searchinger (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Larry Schourup (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Barbara Scholz (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Steven Schaufele (Restricted)
Letters from/about Paul Schachter (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Mohammed Sawaie (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about John Xiang-ling Dai (Restricted)
Letters for P. Satyanarayana (Restricted)
Evaluation of Robert Sanders Proposal (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Peter Salus (Restricted)
Letters re Shelley Saltzmann (Restricted)
Evaluation of Naomi Sager Proposal to NSF
Correspondence with/about Ivan Sag (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Jerry Sadock (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Jerzy Rubach (Restricted)
Letter for Ruth Roberts-Kohn (Restricted)
Letter re G. Michael Riley (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about John Rickford (Restricted)
Letter for Alda Cagnolino (Restricted)
Letter re Wayne Redenbarger (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Victor Raskin (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Geoff Pullum (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Ellen Prince (Restricted)
Letter of Evaluation for Bill Poser (Restricted)
Letter of Evaluation for Carl Pollard (Restricted)
Correspondence/Fiction from Jordan Pollack (Restricted)
Letter for Paul Placeway (Restricted)
Letters re Tom Piontek (Restricted)
Correspondence with/for Joe Pettigrew (Restricted)
Letters from/about Karen Peterson (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about David Perlmutter (Restricted)
Letter from Jose Cazo-Espinosa (Restricted)
Correspondence with Barbara Partee (Restricted)
Exams, Letters for Christine Pappas (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Almerindo Ojeda (Restricted)
For Mieko Ohso (Restricted)
Letter for Laraine Obler-Declined (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Klaus Obermeier (Restricted)
Letter of Evaluation for Cathy O'Conner (Restricted)
Review of Oakeshott Taylor Squib for Linguistic Inquiry (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Barry Nobel (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Yongkyoon NO
Review of Nirenburg NSF Proposal (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Karl Nicholas (Restricted)
Ney MS, Review for Language Sciences (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Fritz Newmeyer (Restricted)
Correspondence with Leonard Newmark about VCSD Appointments, Conferences (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Joel Nevis (Restricted)

BOX 23
Exams for J. Neufeld (Restricted)
Correspondence with Paul Neubauer re Tad Danilewicz (Restricted)
Letters for John Nerbonne (Restricted)
Report on Elizabeth Nemnich M.A. Thesis (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Ron Neeld (Restricted)
In Memoriam Ken Naylor (Restricted)
Note from Kathleen Much (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Jerry L. Morgan (Restricted)
Evaluation of Charlie Miracle (Restricted)
Letters About University of Minnesota Dept. (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Philip Miller (Restricted)
Jeffers and Zwicky, Evaluation of D. Gary Miller Proposal to NEH (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Miriam Meyers (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Igor Melcuk (Restricted)
Letter for Tom McMillan (Restricted)
Letters for Scott McGinniss (Restricted)
Letters for Chris McDougall (Restricted)
Letter for Terry McCoy (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Larry W. Martin (Restricted)
Exchange with Tom Markey. 1985 (Restricted)
Reference Letter for Robin Bell Markels (Restricted)
Correspondence re Soloman Marcus, 1971 (Restricted)
La Raw Maran, NEH Proposal Evaluation (Restricted)
Review of Maling M.S. for Linguistic Inquiry
Materials re OSU grad. Student John Madden (Restricted)
Letter Evaluating Melanie Lusk, 1980 (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Bill Lycan (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Phil Lveldsdorff (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about John Hsiao-Tung Lu (Restricted)
Correspondence with Lu Jia (Restricted)
Correspondence with Julie Lovins (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Joyce Little (formerly Powers) (Restricted)
Correspondence About, Exams for George Linn (Restricted)
Correspondence re OSU grad. student Charles Lin (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Ted Lightner (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Tim Light (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Mark Libucha (Restricted)
Correspondence with Liao Yazhang (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Bob Levine (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Nancy Levin (Restricted)
Correspondence with Gaea Leinhardt (Restricted)
Correspondence with F.K. Lehman re Univ. of Illinois Business, Ph.D. student (Restricted)
Letters of Evaluation for Ilse Lehiste (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Patricia Lee (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Chris Latta (Restricted)
Letters for Peter Lasersohn (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Steve Lapointe (Restricted)
Correspondence with Paul Langman (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Terry Langendoen (Restricted)
Letter to G.M. Landon re LSA Business (Restricted)
Letter to/about George Lakoff (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Matt Shibatani (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Diana Smetters (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Carlota Smith (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Nick Sobin (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about W. Sobkowiak (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Norm Sondheimer (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Betty Soppelsa
Letters re Andy Spencer (Restricted)
Letters re Vicki Spencer (Restricted)
Review of Sprunk Proposal for NSF (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about David Stampe (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Mark Steedman (Restricted)
Ann Taylor Grant Proposal (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Sally Thomason (Restricted)
Early Correspondence with/about Jacques Transue (Restricted)
More on Language Sciences, 1983 (Restricted)
Correspondence with Maria Tsiapera (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Theo Vennemann (Restricted)
Review of Verheijen M.S. for Linguistics (Restricted)
Correspondence with Will Vroman (Restricted)
Reviews of Doug Walker Proposal/M.S. (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Bob Wall (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Rex Wallace (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Dieter Wanner (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Richard Warner (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Charlotte Webb (Restricted)
Letter for V.N. Webb (Restricted)
Letter for Gina Wein (Restricted)
Letter for Tracy Weldon (Restricted)
Letter for Suzanne Whalen (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Margaret Wick (formerly Long) (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Bob Wilkinson (Restricted)
Gerry Wiher, Paper on OR (Restricted)
Letter for Barbara Wing (Restricted)
Letter for Kim Wintringham (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Rick Woicik (Restricted)
Letter re Yale Dept. (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Todd Yampol (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Beom Yoo (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Yuan Fengzhu
Correspondence with/about Zheng-shang (Restricted)
Letter for Linda Zimmer-Vadas (Restricted)
Letters from/to/about David Stein (Restricted)
Letters for John Stonham (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Greg Stump (Restricted)
Correspondence with/about Uma Subramanian (Restricted)
Review of Szpyra M.S. for Croom Helm (not done) (Restricted)
Miscellaneous Letters of Recommendation and Reviews (Restricted)

BOX 24
Misc. Letters-Misfiled or Recent
Death of Robert Jeffers
Materials re: Joyce Little, Ph.D. Dissertation (not finished)
Correspondence with Jessie Cohn
Zide/Shapiro Letter, 1968
Letter from Karen Zagona
Letter from Arnie Zaenen
Vic Yngve-MIT Materials, 1963
To Moira Yip re MIT 25th Anniversary
Correspondence with XU Zhao-tong
Correspondence re Wolfgang Wurzel
Note from Walt Wolfram
Exchange with Don Winford
Correspondence with Penny Willis
Paper by Yorick Wilks
MIT Paper on Bishop Wilkins
Note from Harry Whitaker
Mail from Becky Wheeler
Letter to Roger Wescott
Letter to John Wells
Correspondence with Julie Welch (Yale University Media Design Studio)
Maureen Weissner (Participant in 1979 Summer Seminar for College Teachers)
Correspondence with Red Watson
Correspondence with Bill Wang
From Wang Xiao-Jun (1985 BLI student)
Notes to/from Hanna Walinska de Hackbeil
Note from Kashi Wali
Letter from Marilyn Waldman (OSU, now deceased)
Correspondence with Tom Wachtel
Letter to Krystyne Wachowicz
Notes from Heinz von Foerster
Susan Kidd Villaume
Correspondence with Alan Velie
Letter to H. Vasudeva
Correspondence with Diana Van Lancker
Material re: Tony Vanek (student of AMZ's at Illinois-now deceased)
Correspondence with Tim Vance
Correspondence with Virginia Valian
Note to Bob Vago
Note from Fran Utley (the grand old man of OSU's English Dept. in the 60's and 70's)
Letter to Hans Vszkoreit
Correspondence with Larry Urdang
Letter to John Updike
Correspondence with Chris Turner
Letter to R. Tsuchiya
Letter from Stamatis Tsitsopoulos (Univ. of Illinois grad student)
Correspondence from Antonio Tovar
Correspondence with Sandy Thompson
Correspondence with Rich Thomason
Letter from Susan Thomas
Correspondence with Alan Thomas
Correspondence with Gargi Thakurta (Sanskrit Instructor at Univ. of Illinois)
Correspondence with Paul Osama Takahara
Letter from Stuart Sutherland
Correspondence with M. Suner
Ph.D. Exam Questions for Bambang Sugeng (OSU)
Correspondence from K.V. Subbarao (University of Ill. grad student in late 1960's)
Correspondence with Susan Stucky
Correspondence with Bob Stockwell (Restricted)
Correspondence with Anne Stewart
Steve Stern (CASBS Fellow, 1990-91)
Correspondence with Joe Stemberger
Correspondence with Mark Stein
Letter from Robert St. Clair
Letter from Scott Soames
Correspondence with Ian Smith
Celia Smith (Participant in 1979 Summer Seminar for College Teachers)
Correspondence with Jane Smirniotopoulos (formerly Dewald)
Correspondence with Raj Singh
Regarding Clare Silva
Correspondence with Tim Shopen
Correspondence with Linda Shockey
Letter from Ken Shields
Letter to Bill Sewell (CASBS Fellow, 1990-91)
Regarding Holly Semiloff-Zelasko
Correspondence with Lisa Selkirk
Letter from Mark Seiden
Correspondence with Juan Seco
Letter from Linguistics: T.A. Sebock
Letter from G.S. Scur
Letter from Tom Scovel
Letters from Mandy Scott ("Foreign Expert" at Beijing Languages Institute, 1985)
Letter to Michael Schutt
Correspondence with Debbie Schmidt
Correspondence with Sue Schmerling
Correspondence with Manny Schegloff
Correspondence with T.M. Scanlon
Requests for Sergio Scalise
Suzy Sarwark Ph.D. Exam
Andy Saperstein Ph.D. Stuff
Correspondence with Geoffrey Sampson
Correspondence with Bill Samarim
Letter to Jilali Saib
Regarding Bill Safire
Correspondence with Charlie Ruhl
Letter to Routledge re Large Atlas
Correspondence with Haj Ross
Letters to Marc Rosenberg re Me (AMZ)
Letter re Jacobs and Rosenbaum, Readings in English Transformational Grammar
Correspondence with Jane Robinson
Lawrence Roberts, Response to Sadock/Zwicky Reply
Letter from Frank Robbins
Note from Suzanne Rizer
Study of Gender-Typed Teaching Styles
Correspondence with Alan Reeves
Letter to Allen Walker Read
Letter to Carol Raman (later Jostos) re 1976 Linguistic Institute
Correspondence with Randolph Quirk
To Penny Carter (Cup) re Pulman Manuscript
Gilbert Puech-Notes from Zwicky/Pullum Course at 1974 Linguistic Institute
Correspondence with Paul Postal
Letter to Popular Culture Center
Letter from Frans Plank
From/re Ken Pike
Correspondence with Velma Pickett
Correspondence with Joe Pia, 1967
Correspondence with Vincent Phillips, 1971-72
Correspondence with Stan Petrick, 1969
Correspondence with Gerry Phillipsen
Correspondence with Phil Peterson, 1973
Correspondence with Mary Ritchie Key (Mrs. Audley E. Patton), 1980
Correspondence with R. Bruce Partridge
Zwicky/Isard Letter to R. Parikh, 1963
Correspondence with Art Palacas
John Owen, Welsh Informant in 1971
Correspondence with John W. Olsen
Correspondence with Michael P. O'Connor
Correspondence with Martha Nossbaum
Correspondence with Don Nilsen
Note from Gene Nida
Letter to Barbara Need
Correspondence with Geoff Nathan
Letter from Koh Narita
Correspondence with Donna Jo Napoli
Correspondence with Pam Munro
Letter from Mike Motley, 1980
Correspondence with Yves-Charles Morin
Correspondence with Patricia Moore, 1977
Note to Shigeru Miyagawa
Correspondence with Sid Mintz, Clippings
Correspondence with Martin Minow, 1970
Correspondence with Ken Miner
Correspondence with George Miller
Correspondence with Jacob Mey
Correspondence with John Merrill
Correspondence with Lise Menn
Correspondence with Mauricia Mees
Note from Pat McKenry
Tom McFarland (CASBS Fellow, 1981-82)
Note from Raven McDavid
Note from Jim McCloskey
Correspondence with Jim McCawley
Letter for Dr. M. Moby
Correspondence with Ed Maxwell, 1974
Note from Yoshiko Matsumoto
Correspondence with Yo Matsumoto
Correspondence with John Martin